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 4- Mastery 3- Meets 2- Working Toward 1- Not Meeting 

Equipment 
-Harness 
-Helmet 
-Carabiner 
-Figure 8 Follow Through 

Independently demonstrates, 
sustains and implements 
appropriate use of equipment 
by adjusting and putting on 
properly 

Consistently demonstrates 
and implements appropriate 
use of equipment by 
adjusting and putting on 
properly. 

Developing but not 
consistently demonstrating 
appropriate use of equipment 
by adjusting and putting on 
properly 
 

Student does not understand or 
demonstrate appropriate use of 
equipment. Student is unable to 
meet the standard even with 
assistance 

Communication 
Commands 

Independently demonstrates 
and sustains correct 
commands to successfully 
navigate up and down the 
climbing wall both as belayer and 
climber 
 

Consistently demonstrates 
correct commands to 
successfully navigate up and 
down the climbing wall both as 
belayer and climber 
 

Developing but not 
consistently demonstrating 
correct commands to 
successfully navigate up and 
down the climbing wall both as 
belayer and climber 
 

Student does not understand or 
demonstrate correct commands 
to successfully navigate up and 
down the climbing wall both as 
belayer and climber. Student is 
unable to meet the standard 
even with assistance 

Climbing Independently demonstrates 
and sustains correct 
fundamentals to successfully 
meet individual climbing wall 
goals 

Consistently 
demonstrates correct 
fundamentals to 
successfully meet individual 
climbing wall goals 
 

Developing but not 
consistently demonstrates 
correct fundamentals to 
successfully meet individual 
climbing wall goals 
 

Students does not understand 
and cannot demonstrates correct 
fundamentals to successfully 
meet individual climbing wall 
goals. Student is unable to meet 
the standard even with 
assistance 

Belaying Independently demonstrates and 
sustains correct technique to 
ensure safety for self and climber 
on climbing wall 

Consistently demonstrates and 
sustains correct technique to 
ensure safety for self and climber 
on climbing wall 

Developing but inconsistently 
demonstrates and sustains 
correct technique to ensure 
safety for self and climber on 
climbing wall 

Student does not understand and 
cannot demonstrate and sustain 
correct technique to ensure 
safety for self and climber on 
climbing wall 

Goal Setting and 
Participation 

Independently demonstrates 
ability to set and achieve 
progressive S.M.A.R.T climbing 
goals during 100% of climbing 
opportunities 

Consistently demonstrates ability 
to set and achieve progressive 
S.M.A.R.T climbing goals during 
90% of climbing opportunities 

Developing but inconsistently 
demonstrates ability to set and 
achieve progressive S.M.A.R.T 
climbing goals during 90% of 
climbing opportunities 

Student does not understand and 
cannot demonstrate ability to set 
and achieve progressive 
S.M.A.R.T climbing goals during 
90% of climbing opportunities 

Knowledge 
 
 

Successfully passing Health 
Related Fitness test with a 93 or 
better. 

Successfully passing Health 
Related Fitness test with an 
82-92. 

Scoring a 70-82 Scoring below a 70 or not 
attempting to do the test. 

 
Maine Learning Results Standards: Physical Fitness Knowledge and Activity    P1: Health Related Fitness (also called 5 Components of Fitness) 
Secondary Standards Addressed: Working Cooperatively in Small Groups, Team and Trust Building, as well as Goal Setting. 

 


